Soldiers of the American Revolution........................... #Book-SAR
by Don Troaini
Includes dozens of photographs of original weapons, accouterments
and every day items from British, French, German and American
armies. These pieces of history are put into context using Troiani’s
vivid paintings. Hardcover 182 pages.
#Book-SAR
Soldiers of the American Revolution
only $33.95
Collector’s Illustrated Encyclopedia of the American Revolution
by George Neumann & Frank J. Kravic....................#Book-CIEAR
This is the first book to present fully verified and authenticated
pieces based on archaeological finds and written records. Pictured
and described are more than 2,300 items: clothing, uniforms, axes,
knives, pikes, firearms, ammunition, buttons, belts, canteens, tentage,
eating utensils and personal items of every kind. Essential reading for
the American Revolutionary War buff. Soft cover, 8-1/2 x 11” format.
#Book-CIEAR Encyclopedia of American Revolution only $27.99
French Soldier in Colonial America........................... #Book-FSCA
by Rene Chartrand
Uniforms, drums, flags, muskets, swords, bayonets, artillery,
accoutrements and regimental histories. A superb introduction of
colonial history of Canada, Louisiana, and Isle Royale, during the French
Regime. Soft cover, 10 x 7” format, 40 pages, with 56 illustrations.
#Book-FSCA
The French Soldier
only $11.99
The Manual Exercise as Ordered by His Majesty in 1764
Edited by Mark R. Tully...........................................#Book-1764-ME
This “new and improved” version of the 1764 Manual draws on
additional primary sources, in an attempt to clarify and standardize
the basic drill used by 18th-century armies during the American War
for Independence.
The basic positions needed for priming, loading, firing, and facing
are clearly reproduced. Soft cover edition, with 21 pages.
#Book-1764-ME
1764 Manual Exercise
only $ 3.50
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“A Soldier-Like Way”..................................................#Book-ASLW
the Material Culture of the British Infantry 1751 - 1768
by R. R. Gale
Large color photographs by Ryan Gale illustrate dozens of original
French & Indian War era muskets, cutlery, accouterments, clothing and
tools. The complete set of 1751 Grenadier paintings by David Morier
are published in full color for the first time, by permission of Queen
Elizabeth II. Essential for the re-enactor or collector! Soft bound, 137
pages, full color, 11” x 8-1/2” horizontal format.
#Book-ASLW
A Soldier-Like Way
only $32.50
Battle Weapons of the American Revolution.......... #Book-BWAR
by George C Neumann
Understanding the battles and events of the Revolutionary War
means understanding the weapons. This is the most extensive photographic collection of Revolutionary War weapons ever in one volume.
Over 2200 black and white photographs with captions detailing the
muskets, rifles, pistols, swords, bayonets, and pole arms and other
weapons used by both sides in America’s War of Independence.
Softcover, large 8-1/2 x 11 format, 393 pages. Profusely illustrated.
#Book-BWAR
Battle Weapons of the Rev War
only $35.99
1865 Customs of Service for Non-Commisioned Officers and Soldiers
A Handbook for the Rank and File of the Army
August V. Kautz........................................................ #Book-CSNOS
This was the Civil War Soldier’s and NCO’s “how-to” guide to military
duties in the garrison and in the field. It covers all ranks and services:
infantry, cavalry, artillery, ordnance, quartermaster, signal, saddlers,
hospital stewards, cooks, bands, as well as spies, pickets, expressmen, and special forces.
There is much quaint yet practical advice on survival, cooking,
nutrition, pay, and punishment. Also contains the Articles of War which
governed the military during the Civil War. Hard cover, 3 x 5” format,
with 303 pages with drawings.
#Book-CSNOS
1865 Customs of Service
only $14.99
A British Soldier’s Story...............................................#Book-BSS
Roger Lamb’s Narrative of the American Revolution
Lamb describes joining the British army, the Ticonderoga campaign,
Saratoga, Camden, Cowpens, Guilford Courthouse, and Yorktown.
Also includes an overview of the weapons, tactics, accouterments and
uniforms used by the British Army during the American Revolution.
Soft bound, with 155 pages.
#Book-BSS
A Soldier’s Story
only $14.99

Collector's Illustrated Encyclopedia of the American Revolution. by George C. Neumann. Rated 5.00 stars.Â This is a CLASSIC
reference book on Revolutionary War artifacts!This one first came out around the time of the bicentennial, and has set the standard from
day one. With photographs of original (and in some cases, excavated) and reproduction equipment, this book is a gold mine of
information. Where photographs are not available, black and white line drawings by George Woodbridge fill the gap. Woodbridge is one
of the BEST illustrators of military subject matter. He captures the details that matter.Members of the Brigade of the American
Revolution were used to further display everyday items used Essential reading for the ÂAmerican ÂRevolutionary War buff. Soft cover,
8-1/2 x 11â€ format. #Book-CIEAR Encyclopedia of American Revolution only $27.99. French Soldier in Colonial America. #Book-FSCA.
by Rene Chartrand. Uniforms, drums, flags, muskets, swords, bayonets, artillery, Âaccoutrements and regimental histories. A superb
introduction of.Â Essential for the re-enactor or collector! Soft bound, 137. pages, full color, 11â€ x 8-1/2â€ horizontal format. #BookASLW. A Soldier-Like Way. only $32.50. Battle Weapons of the American Revolution. #Book-BWAR by George C Neumann.
Understanding the battles and events of the Revolutionary War means understanding the weapons.

